March 9, 2020

To the ESC and District Testing Coordinator Addressed:

This communication is to inform you of additional corrections to the Spring 2020 Texas English Language Proficiency Assessment System (TELPAS) Test Administrator Manual. Please communicate this information to relevant testing personnel, specifically test administrators, as these corrections involve the SAY directions.

This additional list of corrections, as well as the corrections sent on February 18, 2020, is posted online with the Spring 2020 TELPAS Test Administrator Manual. Along with the lists of corrections, the online manual now includes all the corrected information. Districts may choose to print and distribute the pages with the corrected SAY directions (pages 37–39).

The updated TELPAS Test Administrator Manual is available on the Student Assessment website.

For questions about this information, contact the Student Assessment Division at (512) 463-9536 or studentassessment@tea.texas.gov.
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